**UGL® Glazol® Elastic Glazing Compound**

**MANUFACTURER**

UNITED GILSONITE LABORATORIES

MAILING: P.O. Box 70, Scranton, Pennsylvania, 18501

SHIPPING: 1396 Jefferson Avenue, Dunmore, Pennsylvania, 18509

TOLL FREE: 1-800-UGL-LABS (845-5227)

PHONE: 1-570-344-1202 • FAX: 1-570-969-7634

www.ugl.com

**PRODUCT DESCRIPTION**

Superior to putty, Glazol Glazing Compound remains pliable, does not chip or crack and has year-round workability. Glazol forms a “cushion” against shock and vibration when used in replacing broken glass and is ideal for use as a knife-grade caulking compound. For best results, Glazol should be painted after it is applied.

- Superior to putty for replacing broken glass in either wood or metal window sash
- Year-round workability
- Fill cracks and holes in wood siding and set plumbing fixtures

**BASIC USES**

May be used for glazing interior and exterior wood or metal sash, setting plumbing fixtures and filling cracks and nail holes.

**LIMITATIONS**

Glazol is not for use on insulated glass units with an organic seal, plastic window panes, or any window pane over 48” in any direction.

**TECHNICAL DATA**

**COMPOSITION:**

Oil base

**SHEEN:**

N/A

**% WEIGHT SOLIDS:**

98-99%

**% VOLUME SOLIDS:**

95-97%

**DENSITY (LBS./US FT.):**

2.7

**VISCOITY:**

Putty

**pH:**

N/A

**COLORS:**

N/A

**SET TIME:**

- To apply latex paint: several days
- To apply oil paint: overnight

**Note:** Maximum cure and dry time will be prolonged when slightly humid and damp, cool conditions prevail.

**CLEAN UP:**

Mineral spirits

Dispose of contaminated absorbent, container and unused contents in accordance with local, state and federal regulations.

**COVERAGE (CU. IN./US QT.):**

- 56 cu. in./qt.

**Note:** Actual coverage will vary depending upon application method, surface texture and porosity.

**RECOMMENDED FILM THICKNESS/COAT:**

N/A

**FLASH POINT:**

104°F

**SHELF LIFE:**

5 Years, unopened

**FREEZE/THAW:**

N/A

**CONTAINER SIZES:**

One-half pint (US), one pint (US), one quart (US) and one gallon (US) cans

**VOC**

0.32 g/L

**TINTING**

N/A

**SURFACE PREPARATION**

Remove old putty and make sure surface is clean and dry. Air and surface temperature should be above 40°F. For best results, window frames should be primed with a good oil-base primer. For bedding glass, if desired, soften Glazol slightly with a small amount of mineral spirits. When installing glass into frame, secure with glaziers points or clips.

**WARNING**

If you scrape, sand, or remove old paint, you may release lead dust. LEAD IS TOXIC. EXPOSURE TO LEAD DUST CAN CAUSE SERIOUS ILLNESS, SUCH AS BRAIN DAMAGE, ESPECIALLY IN CHILDREN. PREGNANT WOMEN SHOULD ALSO approved respirator to control lead exposure. Clean up carefully with a HEPA vacuum and a wet mop. Before you start, find out how to protect yourself and your family by contacting the National Lead Information Hotline at 1-800-424-LEAD or log on to www.epa.gov/lead.

**APPLICATION**

Glazol is ready to use. Place Glazol in hands and roll to warm and soften. Apply with putty knife using flat side of blade against material, not the bottom edge. Press Glazol onto sash, filling height and width of L-shaped recess completely. Smooth to an angle that sheds rain. For best results, Glazol should be painted after it is applied. When used under latex paint, allow Glazol to cure for several days before painting. Before painting with oil-based paint, allow Glazol to dry overnight.

**IMPORTANT:** To minimize skinning of unused material, cover with aluminum foil or plastic wrap before replacing lid. Before setting, excess material may be...
removed with mineral spirits. After setting, material must be cut or scraped away. Clean tools with mineral spirits.

**CAUTION**

RAGS, STEEL WOOL OR WASTE SOAKED WITH UGL GLAZOL GLAZING COMPOUND MAY SPONTANEOUSLY CATCH FIRE IF IMPROPERLY DISCARDED. IMMEDIATELY AFTER USE, PLACE RAGS, STEEL WOOL OR WASTE IN A SEALED WATER-FILLED METAL CONTAINER.

DO NOT TAKE INTERNALLY.
CLOSE CONTAINER AFTER EACH USE.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.

**FIRST AID**

EYES: Flush immediately with large amounts of water for at least 15 minutes. Consult a physician if irritation persists.

SKIN: Wash affected areas with soap and water. Consult a physician if irritation persists. Remove contaminated clothing.

INGESTION: Seek medical attention. If individual is drowsy or unconscious do not give anything by mouth. Place individual on the left side with the head down. Consult a physician, medical facility or poison control center for advice about whether to induce vomiting.

INHALATION: Remove to fresh air.

For additional health and safety information please refer to the “Materials Safety Data Sheet”.

**WARRANTY**

N/A

**SPECIFICATION**

Conforms to ASTM Spec. C-669.


**DISCLAIMER:** This information is furnished without warranty, representation, inducement or license of any kind, except that it is accurate to the best of UGL’s knowledge, or obtained from sources believed by UGL to be accurate, and UGL does not assume any legal responsibility for use or reliance upon same. Before using any product, read the label.